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developed a definite sense of duty to the world at
large. We can easily imagine a Russian or German
statesman using the arguments which Athens applied
to Melos.2 We cannot imagine a recognised British or
American statesman daring to argue crudely that in
international affairs the only criterion is the might of
the stronger. In his own country public opinion
would condemn him. A long experience of self-
government on the national scale has raised the sense
of duty in men to each other to a plane much higher
than was ever reached in the cities of Greece. The
national commonwealth has done much to promote
the sense of duty in men to each other. But that
growth must always be checked and remain within
certain limits so long as our institutions reflect the
principle that the duty we owe is owed to the people
of our own race, or to those resident in a certain
territory. Let us hold in mind the warning given by
our own conduct after the war. The principle of the
commonwealth was certainly at stake in the war, and
we were its champions. None the less, the bitter
experience of war, ending in absolute victory for our-
selves, bred in our minds a passion for power which
made us forget the principle for which we had fought.
We and our Allies used our power to exact from
Germany a promise to pay sums of money which she
could not have paid had she tried her utmost.
In Germany defeat had an opposite effect. They
perceived as the source of all their misfortunes the
system of authority with military power as its idol, to
which they had submitted. At last the people of
Germany renounced the principle of government by
divine right, and to the best of their ability adopted
the principle of self-government. The Weimar Re-
public produced leaders like Ebert, Rathenau,
Stresemann, B riming, Braun and Severing who com-
pare favourably with the von Billows and Bethmann-
Hollwegs of the German Empire,

